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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

We are pleased to provide this reference for Mandurah Jetty Construction (MJC) , a firm 
we have had dealings with for over ten years. 

As consulting engineers to the land development industry, with particular emphasis on 
water based residential development, TABEC have been civil designers and 
Superintendent for landmark projects including Port Mandurah, Port Bouvard, Mariners 
Cove and Mandurah Ocean Marina. MJC has a common link with all of these projects as 
constructors of boardwalks and jetties and marine structures. 

As a contractor, MJC have consistently demonstrated an excellent quality of 
workmanship with contracts completed on time and on budget, to the very high standard 
expected by this firm. We are not aware of any safety incidents that have occurred on 
associated projects. Proprietor, Graeme Heal has always demonstrated an ability to 
understand client objectives and act on instructions in a positive and proactive manner. 
He is also willing to promote innovation where it will benefit the project. 

Construction works carried out by MJC are typically conducted based on an AS2124 
contract entered into between MJC and the Principal. At no time has there ever been a 
contractual dispute MJC and a Principal. 

Such is the respect held by TABEC for MJC, is that Graeme is often consulted during 
the design phase of projects to ensure the works are documented in a manner that 
allows efficiency in terms of cost , constructability and lifespan. Of recent times, TABEC 
have called upon Graeme to undertake condition surveys for a heritage listed jetty in the 
south-west of Western Australia. 

When opportunities arise we look forward to working with MJC and we would not 
hesitate to recommend them for any works involving jetties, boardwalks or the like. 

The undersigned or fellow Director, Barry Trewin would be pleased to provide further 
comment on our experience with MJC if required and can be contacted on 9225 4100. 

Yours faithfully 
T ABEC PTY L TO 

CHRIS BITMEAD 
Director 
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